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Abstract 
To solve the problems of global warming and climate change, a lot of developed and developing countries regulate 
actively some strategies of clean energy compositions to reduce gas emissions by encouraging investment of 
technologies and equipments. Some problems will be resulted from executing energy compositions, they are 
redundant or not enough for clean energy. In this paper, the issues of composition regulations and trading strategies 
of clean energy are discussed. The paper proposes an evaluative method of real options to optimize carbon emissions 
trading strategic mode for these problems. The results indicate that the proposed method is more flexible to 
significantly make decisions than traditional methods for considering uncertainty of trading market. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to global warming, international organizations find the solutions of climate change as possible. 
Government put lots of funds to incent the renovation and businesses emissions plummet. Carbon dioxide 
( 2CO ) emissions trading are a real trading for sustainable energy in the future. To promote businesses of 
green energy for receiving extra benefits by selling 2CO  emissions to the emission organization, some 
researches assume that firms are set the 2CO  emission volumes by government. 
 It is an uncertainty to change policies for the cost and efficiency of clear energy. Anda et al. [1] 
proposed real options analysis to illustrate rules for climate policy. The real options analysis (ROA) 
explains the uncertainties in opposite ways. Madlener and Stoverink [2] researched a 560 MW coal-fired 
power plant in Turkey, and concluded that real options analysis is clearer to the flexibilities of reacting 
during project realization than the net present value (NPV) depending on the market developments. The 
ROA can be assigned a substantial value. Costantini et al. [3] applied a computable general equilibrium 
model to study the carbon trading tax sufficiency. They proposed carbon emissions tax that it has great 
impacts on price equilibrium, and concluded that policy design based on cost effectiveness might lead to 
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wrong conclusions: the socially desirable design of emissions trading taxation requires homogenous tax 
rates applied to net sellers and no rebate rates allowed for net buyers. Eichner and Pethig [4] proposed that 
green subsidies of either sign on top of emissions cap regulation reduce the welfare of the group of 
countries, but this may not hold for individual countries. According to these subsidies to set the emissions 
cap regulation, that would reduce the social welfare. Some parties must pay the price and compensate the 
losses.
This study proposes a real options model to construct the optimal trading strategies under market 
uncertainty. The paper can provide more flexible management in clean energy compositions of carbon 
emissions trading based on the proposed real options model. 
2. The model  
2.1 The Assumption 
Firstly, it assumes that all firms are involved into the international 2CO emissions trading scheme in 
this paper. The gross profit function is as Eq. (1). 
( , ( ), ) ( ) ( )R Q P t g Q P t S gci ci ci ci u u  (1) 
where i is the number of firms, 1, 2,3, 4.........i n ; ciQ  is the volume of consumption goods; ( )ciP t is the  
gross profit for the Qci ; g is the input cost of green energy; ( )S g denotes a coefficient function of 
decreasing gross profit for increasing input cost of green energy, 0 ( ) 1S g d .
The 2CO emission cost for firms illustrates as following: 
    ( , ( ), ) ( ) ( ) ( )C Q P t g Q P t Q G g Q P t L lei ei ei ei ei ei ei u  u  u u                                                                          (2) 
where eiQ is the 2CO emission amount for producing consumption goods; ( )eiP t is 2CO  emissions price per 
unit; g is the input cost of green energy; ( )G g is the benefits derived from decreasing 2CO emissions 
amount, 0 ( ) 1G g d ; eiQ  is 2CO  cap. ( )L l is the adjustment rate, ( ) 1L l t .
The firms can partially sell short and get the compensation from opponent in the market if   0Q Qei ei  ;
The firms do not invest in green energy, buy long, and pay the capital in the market if   0Q Qei ei ! . The 
transaction price for allowing emissions of carbon dioxide is ( ) ( )eiP t L lu .
To consider geometric Brownian motions, the formula is as following: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )dP t P t dt P t dZ tj j j j j jD V  ; ,j c ei i   (3) 
where jD  is the expected grow rate of ( )jP t ; 2jV  is the variance; ( )jdZ t  is the increment of standard 
Wiener process. Here, ^ ` ^ `2( ) 0, ( )E dZ t E dZ t dtj j   and  ( ) ( ) ,i i i i i iE dZ t dZ t dtc e c e c eJ V V ; ,ci eiJ  are related factors, 
1 1,ci eiJ d d .
The expected revenue of consumption goods is as below:  
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0
rt rt rtE Q P t S g e dt Q P t e dt Q G g Q P t L l e dtci ci ei ei ei ei ei
fª º
  « »u u u  u u  u  u u u
« »
¬ ¼
³   (4) 
where r is the discount rate. In the Eq.(4), the first term is the expected gross profit cash inflow in the 
future, the second term is the cost for firms 2CO  emissions cap, and the third term is the carbon market 
trading for  2CO  emission buying or selling. Then, the expected net revenue is: 
     ( ) ( )( ) ( )( , ( ), ) Q G g Q P t L lQ P t S g Q P t ei ei eici ci ei eiQ P t gj j r r rci ei eiS D D D
u  u uu u u
  
       (5) 
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2.2 Evaluation Model 
 Under the uncertainty of trading market, the study constructs the trading decision model in carbon 
market based on the gross profit gained from consumption goods per unit and the varied cost of 2CO
emissions followed by geometric Brownian motions. The paper can find the optimal price for 
consumption goods and the 2CO emissions cost ratio per unit. Assume that the value of consumption 
goods for the firms is c( ( ), ( ))i eiV P t P t , the value is sum of the expected net present value and the value of 
flexible management. This value of flexible management is as Eq. (6) by employed ˆIto  Lemma theorem 
[5]: 
1 2 2( ( ), ( )) (.) (.) (.)( ) 2 (.) (.)( )
2ci ei ci ei ci ei ei ei
dV P t P t V dP V dP V dP V dP dP V dPci ei P ci P ei P P ei P P ci ei P P eiª º    « »¬ ¼   (6) 
where 
c
(.)
iP
V , (.)
eiP
V and (.)
ci eiP P
V  are the first and the second order differential equations derived from (.)V  for 
jP . The total expected return over an interval time  dt  , (.)rV dt , is equal to its expected potential value 
based on the conditions of neutral risk and discount rate. The Bellman equation [6] is as Eq.(7). 
> @(.) (.)rV dt E dV  (7) 
Substituting Eq.(3) to Eq.(6) and Eq.(7), the formula of management flexibility value is as Eq.(8). 
1 12 2 2 2(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) 0
2 2ci ei ci ei ei ei ei ei
P V V P V P V P V rVP P ciei P P P P ci P ei Pci ei ci ei ei ei ei eiV J V V V D D        (8) 
The general solution of Eq.(8) is 1( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( )ci ei ci eiV P t P t AP t P tE E [6-7]. 
where ( ), ( )ci eiP t P t  are satisfied by the value function (.)V that is linearly homogeneous. 
( ) ( ( ), ( )) / ( )ci ei eiv X V P t P t P t ; ( ) ( ( ), ( )) / ( )ci ei eiw X P t P t P tS  (9) 
where ( ) / ( )ci eiX P t P t  [7,8]. 
The * * *( ) / ( )ci eiX P t P t  represents the threshold of carbon emissions trade in the market for firms. The 
function of carbon trading value for consumption goods is as Eq.(10): 
 
1 ,
( ) ( ) ( )( )
,
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*
A X X X
v X Q G g Q L lQ X S g Q
X X
r r r
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°   ¯
    (10) 
To solve *X  and 1A  based on the value matching condition and smoothing condition from Eq.(11), the 
solutions are Eq.(12) and Eq.(13), respectively [6]. 
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Derived from Eq.(11) yields: 
 
     11( ) 1 ( )* 1 ; 11 ( )1 1
Q G g L l Q L l r Q S g Xei ei ci ciX A
r Q S g rei ci ci
EDE
E D D E
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  (12) 
Assume the function, ( ) a gS g e u ; 0a t , that green energy cost increases then the net revenue decreases 
when the production scale is fixed. Although input cost of green energy, g, makes the gross profit 
decreases, but 2CO  emissions will decrease because ( ) b gG g e u . The optimal inputs of green energy *g
for firms can be found by maximizing the net present value Eq.(5). The optimal inputs of green energy 
are as  
Max ( ) ( ) / 0g g gS S w w        (13) 
yield 
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   (14) 
In this paper, the proposed model can solve the optimal gross profit of consumption goods per unit and 
the carbon emissions trading price ratio per unit *X  in the market. The optimal inputs of green energy can 
provide information for firms to make decisions and set price or tax on the 2CO  emissions for government. 
3.  Numerical Example  
In this section, some parameters are assumed for numerical example as follows: the consumption 
goods, ciQ , is 1.8 million, green energy cost, g, is 200 million U.S. dollars, the parameter a is 0.05, the 
2CO  emissions, eiQ , is 1.02 2. eM tCO , the 2CO emissions cap, Qei , is 1 2. eM tCO , the parameter b is 0.06, the 
2CO emissions trading price adjustment rate,  L l , is 1.2, the parameter ciD  and eiD  are 0.08 and 0.04, 
respectively, the variances 2ciV  and 2eiV  are 0.36 and 0.25, respectively, the related factors, rci,ei, is -0.8, 
and the discount rate, r, is 0.15. The results of numerical example indicate the threshold *X and 1A are
respectively 1.62 and 15.41 to deal carbon emissions trade with the firms in the market. The threshold 
will be the value of the optimal carbon emissions trading strategy for references of the firms.  
4. Conclusion 
This paper proposed a flexible management in carbon emissions trading strategy to raise the 
consideration for sustainable energy on worldwide environment. The government should encourage 
enterprise to utilize green energy for decreasing 2CO  emissions. This paper mainly proposes a ROA 
model to regulate enterprise 2CO  emissions. Under the premise of no damage social welfare and the user 
charge, the firms should pay for the 2CO  emissions and the government must regulate 2CO  cap. The 
exceeding volume of emissions could have a carbon emission trading in the market. Assume the gross 
profit of consumption goods per unit, ( )ciP t  and the price per unit for 2CO emission, ( )eiP t  are uncertain 
variables using by geometric Brownian motions, this paper utilize real options model to construct a  
model to find the threshold * * *( ) / ( )ci eiX P t P t . Accordingly, the solution can make a decision for the 
optimal inputs of green energy. Compared to trend projection, this paper can provide more flexibility for 
decision making. However, this paper can provide an implementable reference for the energy policies 
when countries face the energy issue, industrial selection, and nation's interests.   
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